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Company Overview

A-1 Audio Visual, LLC. is a minority owned full-service audio visual company.
We have three primary departments: Audio, Video, and Lighting. As well as
resources for scenic and entertainment features. Each area is well equipped
with the latest in technology backed by a rigorous quality program and inhouse engineers. On-site, you will be comfortable with our show of savvy
technicians with the assurance that everything will go off without a hitch.
As a company with over thirty years of experience, you can count on us to
integrate seamlessly into your production team. Our role can be either limited
or involved depending on your individual needs. For example, we can provide
only lighting support or hard wall sets or offer full audio, lighting, video
production, stage sets or entertainment for an entire event.
To ensure quality service at a personal level, our account executives are
available for consultation form event planning to on-site event production.
One point of contact strengthens direct communication to make every event
we produce an absolute success.
A-1 Audio Visual, LLC. has built a great reputation with companies like;
Georgia-Pacific, Axiom Meeting Solutions, UCB Pharmaceutical, Producers and
Meeting Planners by delivering outstanding value and service. With
competitive rates on the latest professional technology, we are the best choice
in the audio visual industry for your full service needs.
A-1 Audio Visual, LLC. is the resource you can count on for consistent,
conscientious service with no technical worries.

In-House Operations

A-1 Audio Visual, LLC will display a high presence
in the hotel Audiovisual Services.
A-1 Audio Visual has maintained an industry wide reputation for
quality and excellence of service with our hotel partners. A-1 Audio
Visual will provides a full inventory of the latest, quality equipment
and a well-trained and monitored staff.

World-Class Dedication
Fully trained staff in sales, technical and customer service
High audiovisual revenues desired
Achieve the highest client satisfaction for services provided
Smooth transitions to your facility with minimal disruption
to the operations of your staff and clients
State of the art inventory and experienced team will
provide positive representation to your facility and
clientele.

Rentals

With our proven track record of audio visual knowledge and state of the art inventory.
A-1 Audio Visual, LLC excels in handling the smallest meeting up to a large event
staging with the same level of expertise and detail. Our rental services division is
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week to service nationwide clients from meeting
event planners to individuals.
We offer full delivery, labor and support services from our experienced staff an array of
locations. In today’s current market, our customer base is looking for cutting edge
technology, competitive pricing, convenience and a knowledgeable staff for all those
requirements, A-1 Audio Visual, LLC has excelled and satisfaction is guaranteed.

Rentals & Services

LCD Projection

Video Conferencing

Sound System

Staging & Lighting

Digital Signage

General AV

Flat Panel Monitors

Meeting Accessories

Screens

Staging & Productions

Full service audio visual equipment rental and staging
Our Corporate Service Division provides detailed planning and
coordination to programs and events staged throughout the United
States. Our extensive inventory, along with our experienced show
services technicians and technical directors, allow us to develop and
execute the technical portion of your event professionally and
successfully.

Rentals & Services
Technical Event
Planning

Post Production
Editing

Video & Data
Projection

Power Point
Design

Sound Reinforcement

Teleprompting

Rigging Services

Professional Labor
and Technicians

CAD Drawings
Camera & Video
Production

Computer IT Services

We approach these IT services with the
same passion for service and excellence
with which we serve the rest of our
markets.

An Extension of Your Workforce

Just because you are on-site or at the event doesn’t mean
that your day-today business stops. IT services have
proven to be an essential role within all large conferences
and exhibit events; these positions serve as the backbone
of interconnectivity and our link to the outside world.
From providing wireless internet to printing services, onsite our IT department will ensure that you are equipped
to succeed

Leave the Details to Us

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

LABOR MANAGEMENT

Our effective project management lets you focus on your
team and your message... without worry about technical
details. Our planning can make your time on site much
less stressful, and keep your budget in check!

Even simple projects can require many skilled labor
positions. A-1 Audio Visual has experience and resources
in every major convention city to ensure excellent
performance in all departments. Rigging, Loading, and
some technical positions are often labor that is mandated
by certain unions. The rules and customs of these
arrangements can be very confusing to clients. Spectrum
will manage the procurement of such labor, ensuring that
the event is properly staffed with the client’s budget in
mind.

TECHNICAL PLANNING
Technical planning ensures that everything works
together and the creative vision is achieved. Our expert
project managers will plot every detail of your event to
ensure that the installation and the show will go smoothly.

LOGISTICS
We handle the dozens of details to ensure that all of the
venue deliverables such as staging, power connections,
house lighting are arranged in advance, avoiding penalty
fees and delays.
Power | Rigging | Risers and Stages | Loading Docks | Water
Seating Charts | Trucking | Flights | Rooms

Staffing | Time Lines | Scheduling | Labor Management

